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Isotopic measurements in geological samples 
provide information about Earth history

Hand sample of a 3.45 billion year-old chert

Noble gas isotopic systems are information-
rich but measurements are very challenging

• Radioactive decay affects noble gas isotopic compositions 
can trace geological processes OR obscure signals of interest

• Noble gas abundances in rock samples are extremely low 
(104 -106 atoms/g Xe) and atmospheric contamination is 
pervasive

Project goals: pair high precision noble gas isotopic 
measurements with in-situ analyses of actinides in 
ancient cherts to characterize atmospheric Xe 
evolution on billion-year timescales



What are cherts?

Microcrystalline quartz capable of encoding 
geochemical information that is diagnostic of 
the ambient environment during their 
formation

• “Time capsules” available from throughout much 
of Earth history, and seem to trap and retain 
fluids over billion year timescales

• These can then tell us about conditions on 
Earth’s surface through deep time

Hand sample of a 3.45 billion year-old chert



Noble gas isotope 
geochemistry

Each noble gas element has at least one 
isotope produced by radioactive decay or 
nuclear reactions

In each case, radioactive parent nuclide has 
distinct geochemical affinity

Radiogenic (or “fissiogenic”) signatures can be 
leveraged to provide information about timing 
OR can obscure an underlying signature 
of interest

Parai et al. (2019)



Evolution of the atmospheric Xe composition?
Recent studies of fluid inclusions from quartz veins in ancient cherts have suggested that 
atmospheric Xe isotope composition evolved over Earth history

Mass-dependent 
fractionation of Xe 

isotopes in ancient air

Avice et al. (2018) GCA



Xe isotope primer
There are nine stable isotopes of Xe, but think of them as three groups:

Xe isotopic abundances in modern atmosphere
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Non-radiogenic Xe isotopes are least abundant and 
measured with low precision

Avice et al. (2018) GCA

Mass-dependent 
fractionation of Xe 

isotopes in ancient air

238U-fission

Fissiogenic isotopes record the 
same isotopic evolution, are 
relatively abundant and can be 
measured with better precision

Ignored because the samples 
are billions of years old, and the 
U-fission signature obscures 
the signal of interest



Our approach tries to tease apart the trapped 
atmosphere vs. fission signature of the fissiogenic isotopes

trapped 
atmosphere

U-Xe isochron –
slope corresponds to 
age and would confirm 
trapped fluids are 
indeed ancient

Need to carefully 
characterize abundances of 
238U (and Th, Ba, Te, Cs 
which could affect Xe 
isotopes if abundant) and 
subsample



In-situ mapping by SIMS

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

Progress: 
• Establishing standard materials for in-situ 

analysis
• Sample mounting and polishing methods
• First mapping results for chert samples



Results: In-situ elemental mapping by SIMS
Te Cs Ba

Th 238U

On ~150 um scale, clear heterogeneity in U, Th abundances



238U 138Ba

(ppm) Area 1 Area 3 Area 4
U 1.3 0.4 0.4
Ba 7.0 3.2 108

Quantifying abundances in situ:

Strategy: characterize abundances, 
avoid high-Ba, Te or Cs domains, 
prep samples with a range of U 
contents for noble gas analysis
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Noble gas mass spectrometry lab

Custom gas processing system at WUSTL
Gas processing line and mass spectrometer



Noble gas analysis progress

• Establishment and calibration of 
a dry modern atmosphere 
standard tank

• Development of UHV gas 
extraction chamber for chert

• Mass spec tuning and 
optimization of Xe measurement 
methods

Tradeoff between 
sensitivity and mass 

resolving power



Support and training
Year 1 support: 
Rita Parai (co-PI)
David Fike (co-PI)
Clive Jones (senior researcher)

Future support:
Mattison Barickman (graduate student, to begin summer 2020)

Postdoctoral Researcher (to begin July 2020)

Outreach:
Radiogenic Isotope Geochemistry course (3:7 undergrad : graduate students) 
curriculum emphasizing analytical methods and links between geoscience and nuclear 
science



Upcoming work

• Sub-sample cherts based on SIMS characterizations

• Xe isotope ratios and abundances in sub-samples
(graduate student starting summer 2020)

• Development of a Kr separation method
(postdoc starting July 2020)

• X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy to investigate U speciation in geological 
samples over time
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